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Glossaries of Terms
Simulation
"Simulation is the technique of imitating the behavior of some situation or system (economic,
military, mechanical, etc.) by means of an analogous situation, model or apparatus, either to gain




"A simulator is an apparatus for reproducing the behavior of some situation or system, especially
one that is fitted with the controls of an aircraft, motor vehicle, etc., and gives the illusion to an




A manufacturing simulator is a computer package that permits a person to simulate a system
contained in a specific class ofmanufacturing systems with little or no programming.
System
"
A system is a collection of items from a circumscribed sector of reality that is the object of study





Every manufacturing system is comprised of products and the facilities which are used to produce
them, such as machines, operators, handling devices, storage locations, pallets, fixtures, tools and
so on.
Models
"A model is a simplified or idealized description of a system, situation, or process, often in































is used to refer to the condition of the model or its entities so that it is
possible to test whether some action can or must be performed, or to choose between possible
actions. Entities are said to be in either an active state or a passive state, depending on whether




Productivity has become an increasingly important factor in the United States in recent years. One
of the key elements contributing towards maximizing productivity, and therefore maximizing the
profit of an organization, is an efficientmanufacturing process.
An efficient manufacturing process can be defined as a process with minimum unscheduled
downtime, minimum time to repair (MTTR), and minimum variation in the production outputs with
respect to both quality and quantity.
FISONS Pharmaceuticals Company, located at Jefferson Road, Rochester, New York, believes in
a similar definition of an efficient process. The organization had been working on improving its
manufacturing operations for the past five years. This resulted in a increase in annual profit in
1989 over 1988.
The organization is in the process of updating and modifying all the remaining low efficiency lines.
One of these is a packaging line producing aerosol containers for the product
"CRUEX"
and
management is in the process of modifying this packaging line. Since it is essential to perform
complete cost / efficiency analysis on any manufacturing line prior to modification, after contacting
the management of FISONS, this analysis was selected as the topic of this graduate thesis.
The objective of this thesis is to determine the operations that lower the efficiency of the packaging
line, to study the effects of these operations on the efficiency of the other operations, and to
recommend replacements or modifications of the machines responsible for reducing the efficiency
of overall packaging line.
There are several methods available for analyzing manufacturing line operations, which include,
a mathematical model, a real time prototype and a systems simulation model. For this project,
system simulation methodology was used to analyze the effects of bottlenecks on the entire aerosol
packaging line and to recommend proposed changes in the equipment.
This report is divided into five major sections:
1 . What is simulation?
2 . Why was the simulationmethodology used rather than other methods currently available?
3 . Model development for FISONS .
4. Results Analysis.






means different things to different people. In its broadest sense, computer
simulation is the process of designing a mathematical-logical model of a real system and
experimenting with this model on a computer. Thus simulation encompasses a model building
process as well as the design and implementation of an appropriate experiment involving that
model. These experiments, or simulations, permit inferences to be drawn about systems without:
? building them, if they are only proposed systems,
disturbing them, if they are operating systems that are costly or unsafe to experiment, and
destroying them, if the object of an experiment is to determine the limits of stress.
2.2 Model Building
Since a model is a description of a system, it is also an abstraction of a system. To develop an
abstraction, a model builder must decide on the elements of the system to include in the model. To
make such decisions, a purpose for model building should be established. Reference to this
purpose should be made when deciding if an element of a system is significant and, therefore,
should be modeled. The success of a modeler depends on how well he or she can define
significant elements and the relationships between elements. A pictorial view of a proposed model-
building approach is shown in Figure 2.1.
A system as discussed is considered as a set of interdependent objects united to perform a specific
function. The first step in model building is the development of the purpose for modeling. Based
on this purpose, the boundaries of the system and a level of modeling detail are established.
Desired performance measures and design alternatives to be evaluated are also included in the
model. When recommendations can be made based on the assessments of alternatives, an
implementation phase is initiated.
Figure 2.1: System Model Approach
A model is developed in a simulation language by writing a program using the language'smodeling
constructs.
2.3 Process of Simulation
"Simulation is a process of:
envisioning or creating a logical flow chart of the chain of events over
time which we wish to understand,
creating a computer program to perform the arithmetic of tracing the
parameters, or properties, of the system over the chain of events, and
running the program on the computer under various scenarios to improve
our understanding of the real system which is proxied by the
model"
[19].
2.4 Types of Simulation
There are different types of simulation which are designed to handle different types of system. A
complex manufacturing model will probably involve a combination ofmethods.
2.4.1 Discrete Simulation
Discrete simulation is used when discrete change predominates in the system being modeled. The
components of the system can be in any one of a number of discrete states at any point in time,
and can change from one state to another instantaneously. A machine may be either idle or
working. It will change from idle to working at the instant when it starts to process a job. It will
remain in the working state until the operation is completed, at which instant it becomes idle once
more. Two basic elements of discrete simulation are the rules which determine when the next event
will occur, and the rules for changing the state of the model when an event does occur.
In order to apply these rules, the life history of each individual job and machine (and any other
item) must be modeled explicitly, and its state recorded throughout the time during which the model
is being operated. In discrete modeling, many changes are considered to occur instantaneously
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even though in real life they may take a short period of time. For example, as shown in Figure
2.2, the loading and unloading of a job into a machine may actually take a few seconds, or minutes
perhaps, but the model will probably assume that loading is done instantaneously at the moment
when loading actually starts, and unloading is done instantaneously at the moment when unloading
in reality finishes.
2.4.2 Continuous Simulation
In real life, change is going on all the time, such as the gradual but continuous change of night and
day, of the seasons, of daylight and of temperature. These forms of change are known as
continuous change. A graph of a continuously varying time-dependent variables might be a
smooth curve. For example, the displacement from the equilibrium position of a weight supported
by a spring after it has been set in motion might be as shown in the graph in Figure 2.4
"The graph of a continuous variable can also be quite irregular in shape, not defined by some
mathematical form. Itmight also be a straight line, as in the case of the volume of liquid in a tank
into which the liquid flows at a constant
rate"
[11].
This really helps management in making important decisions as well as reducing waste in terms of
time, money, and effort by looking at the model before implementing in the real world. Results





Manufacturing simulators are a new breed of simulation analysis tool whose user friendliness and
menu driven data input process eliminate much of the time required to build models. Most
manufacturing simulators require little or no programming, and their model construction routines
are simple and straightforward [20].
(0,0)
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Figure 2.3: Continuous Simulation
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The success of a study of a complex system depends on the modeler's ability to analyze inputs,
validate the model and analyze the output. A potential problem with manufacturing simulators is
that people with no simulation background may attempt to model their systems with little effort.
This may lead to an unrealistic representation of the system under study, and possibly to a totally
invalid model [21].
The effective use ofmanufacturing simulators allows an experienced modeler more time to study
specific manufacturing systems. The freedom from programming should never prompt the
modeler to overlook the fact that a successful simulation model must be fully understood.
Underlying assumptions of the simulator must be known and taken into consideration in analyzing
the simulation results.
A simulation package can be categorized on the system, structural and application levels. On the
system level, a package can be described as being discrete or continuous. The structural level






Within the application level, a package can be categorized as general purpose or special purpose.
General purpose simulation packages allow the user the flexibility ofmodeling a wider variety of
systems. Examples of general purpose simulation languages are GPSS V, GPSS/H, GPSS/PC,
PCModel, RESQ, SEEWHY, SIMAN, SIMPLE- 1, SIMSCRIPT 11.5 and SLAM E.
Special purpose packages that require only definition of the system under study (manufacturing
simulators) are made specifically for manufacturing systems and are designed to model these
systems quickly. Since special purposes packages are menu or data driven, they require minimal
skills in programming techniques. Most of the packages available are animated to permit graphical
representation. Among the most commonly known animated special purpose manufacturing
simulators that can be run on personal computers are SIMFACTORY XCELL, MODELMASTER,
andWITNESS.
2.5.2 Features of Simulation Software
Six groups of specific features that are important for simulation software to be used in the analysis
ofmanufacturing systems are:
1 . General Features: One of the most important features of simulation software is modeling
flexibility, because no two manufacturing systems are exactly the same. If the simulation
package doesn't have the necessary capabilities for a particular application, then the system
must be approximated, resulting in a model with unknown accuracy [1].
Ease of model development is another very important feature, due to the short time frame
formany manufacturing analyses. The accuracy and speed of the modeling process will be
increased if the package has good debugging aids, such as an interactive debugger and on
line help. Fastmodel execution speed is particularly important when the simulation model
is to be run on a micro computer (PC). For a simulation model of a food manufacturing
plant, it took seven hours to simulate two weeks of production on a (fast) 16 megahertz
PC.
The maximum model size allowed by the simulation packagemay be an important factor
when the model is to be executed on a PC. For some packages, the maximum model size
is currently less than 100K bytes. This potential difficulty will become less important since
some vendors are beginning to offer extended model sizes based on the OS/2 operating
system. It is also desirable for software to be compatible across computer classes.
Thus, for example, a model could be developed on a PC and executed on a minicomputer
ormainframe.
2. Animation: Animation has become a widely accepted part of the simulation of
manufacturing systems. It is particularly useful for communicating the essence of a
simulation model (or of simulation itself) to managers or othermanufacturing personnel,
which greatly increases the model's credibihty [4].
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For systems with complex logic, animation may also be useful for
"program"
debugging,
formodel validation, and for suggesting new control strategies. Desirable animation
features include ease of development, user creation of high-resolution icons (using bit
mapped graphics), and smooth movement of icons across the computer screen.
3 . Statistical Capabilities: Since almost all manufacturing systems exhibit random
behavior, it is imperative for a simulation package to contain good statistical capabilities and
for them to be actually used. In general, each source of randomness (e.g., processing
times, machine operating times, machine repair times, etc.) needs to bemodeled by a
probability distribution.
"A simulation package should contain a command to make independent replications of the
model automatically, with each replication using different random numbers, starting in the
same initial state, and resetting the statistics to
zero"
[21].
4 . Material Handling Modules: Material handling systems are an important part of most
modern manufacturing systems and easy-to-use modules for modeling transporters (e.g.,
forklift trucks), AGVS (including contention for guide paths), conveyors (both transport
and accumulating), AS/RS, cranes, and robots can significantly reduce model development
time.
5 . Customer Support : Customer support can be in the form of general software training
ormay take the form ofproviding technical support for specific modeling problems
encountered by the user.
6 . Output Reports: It is desirable for a simulation package to provide both time saving
reports for commonly occurring performance statistics (e.g., utilizations, queue sizes, and
throughput), and also a tailored reportwhich will easily be developed. Furthermore, it is a
good idea to obtain high-quality graphical displays (e.g., histograms or time plots of
important variables) and to have access to the individualmodel output observations.
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A simulation package is typically selected for simulation by the use ofmenus or graphics,
without the need for programming. The major advantage of a simulator is that
"program"
development time may be considerably less than that for a simulation language. This may be very
important, due to the tight time constraints in many manufacturing environments.
Another advantage is that most simulators have modeling constructs specifically related to the
components of a manufacturing system, which is particularly desirable for production personnel.
Also, people without programing experience or who use simulation only occasionally (e.g., a
manufacturing engineer) often prefer simulators because of their ease of use. The major drawback
ofmany simulators is that they are limited to modeling only those manufacturing configurations
allowed by their standard features. This difficulty can be largely overcome if the simulator has the
ability to "drop
down"
into a lower-level language (e.g., FORTRAN) to program complicated
decision logic.
2.5.3 Functions of a Simulation Package
Model building only follows a pattern because all simulation models involve certain basic
functions. As a result of this commonality, many software packages have been developed to
provide these functions in what their originators consider the most effective manner.
Following is the list of functions which should be provided by a simulation package:
1. The timing control mechanism: This mechanismmaintains the simulation
clock and the list of events about to occur, initiates and terminates activities, and
handles event logic, probably based on the three-phase principle.
2. A data base or file structure: This function holds the data about the entities
and sets the model in a standard form. Routines are provided so that the user can
easily place entities into and take them out of queues.
3. A method of defining the initial conditions in the model: Itmust be
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possible to specify where each entity is, what the contents of the queues are, and
what activities are in progress [2].
4. Random number generation and sample from distributions: This is
fundamental to simulation.
5. Record observations, analyze results and print reports: This is essential
if useful information is to be obtained from the model [20].
6. Display histograms and other forms of chart of results: Graphical
information is more quickly assimilated than numeric printouts.
7. Error checks and diagnostics: The package should be able to check for
illogical or impossible conditions and provide suitable messages, including post
mortem printouts [23].
8. Display the state of the model at any point in time: An animated picture
of the system being modeled provides an easy way to check the operation of the
model and to present the results to management [3].
2.6 Limitations of Simulation
It is easy to create nonsense misinformation using simulation. A useful simulation requires that the
model be consistent with the real world, correct logic and probability functions and plausible data.
Simulation languages are prone to allow flaws in logic to be overlooked. Users must have an
intimate understanding of the actual system, and must take time to lead other interested people
through the results, to uncover logical errors. Sensitivity analysis must be done to assess whether
the data are good enough, and whether the model covers enough of the system.
If a model contains probabilities, then it must be run enough times with different random numbers
to establish confidence limits on the output.
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"A common mistake is in not understanding that simulation is a step wise approach and an
approximation
approach"
[7]. The results are a guide, but not a final story. This is a subtle
distinction, but an important one for the manager and modeler. A simulation model does not have
to be complete or
"accurate"
in order to be useful. In fact, a user can learn a lot by trying to model
a production system even if he or she does not carry it to the point of creating a very good model.
Some creators of models forget this. Like the authors of "The Limits of Growth", they feel a
misguided need to defend the output of their model. "In production management, users should
think of simulation teams like they think of quality circles. They can bring up an idea, share it, let




Because each simulation run is based on probability distributions and computer-generated random
numbers, any particular run does not provide a correct answer. The model must be runmany times
and cumulative statistics compiled for accurate results. Simulation is similar to conducting a
scientific experiment with many variables. It must be repeated in order to be accurate and valid,
since any one run means very little in itself [24].
The main disadvantage of simulation is that the development of a good computer model can be a
substantial undertaking. However, in recent years computer simulation languages have become
easier to use and models can be created more quickly.
Another disadvantage of simulation is that the results shown may not be the optimal solution to the
problem. If the person doing the simulation does not try all the possible solution, a good solution
may be overlooked. Also, different simulation runs may give different results since each is
separate experiment. This disadvantage is minimized by doing many runs of the simulation and by
using good judgment [25].
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2.7 Recent Developments and Trends in Computer Simulation
The use of computer simulation is rapidly growing, and with this growth has come computer
languages which are easier to use, and output styles which are easier for the non-simulationist to
understand. With regard to ease of use, many microcomputer and/or workstation-based products
offer menu-driven interfaces and graphic icon-based model construction facilities. These
conveniences have dramatically reduced simulation model development times by orders of
magnitude from the days, weeks and months common in the 1970's.
The execution time of simulation models has always been an issue of concern. This continues to
be the case, though many rather
"extensive"
applications today can be run successfully on
moderately probed 286 or 386-based microcomputers (math co-processors are typically highly
recommended). Such computers are now in common use in most medium-sized organizations and
can today be purchased for under $3,000. For particularly computation-intensive applications,
mainframe-based products are available and often can be interfaced with model development and
post-analysis tools running on micros.
Graphic animation of the simulated system's behavior is now a standard feature of the majority of
simulation products and an important element of many manufacturing applications. Animated
graphics must not be viewed, however, as a substitute for rigorous statistical analysis.
Nonetheless, they are a valuable tool to display overall effects and to gain insights into the behavior
of the real system which the model represents. Both new and experienced simulationists as well as
consumers of simulation results have successfully employed animation to provide new relevance to




Why would an organization want to develop simulation models of their manufacturing facilities?
Why not just experiment with the existing system and see how it responds to the changes made?
The answers to the above questions are the same as the reason why a pilot is trained on a simulator
rather than on a real aircraft. There may not be a spare airplane for the pilot to train on, and to take
one out of service would incur a large loss in revenue. Similarly, it is unlikely that an organization
would play with its existing manufacturing systems because experimenting with the production
system would hinder the productivity of the organization.
3.1 Advantages of Simulation Over Other Models
Several methods are available to analyzemanufacturing line operations:
1 . Mathematicalmodel
2 . Real time prototype
3 . Systems Simulation model.
3.1.1 Mathematical Model or Mathematical Programming Problem
The problem of optimizing a numerical function when it is constrained in some manner is called a
mathematical programming problem. [30]
The purpose of such a problem is to determine the values of n variables, i.e. Xj, X2,
X3, ,Xn that optimize the function of the type given below:
Z = F (X1, X2, X3, Xn)
Under the following types of constraints:
Gi(X1, X2,X3, Xn){< = >}Bi where i = l,2,....m.
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It is usually assumed that the values of n variables can not be negative numerically. The non-
negative restrictions on the variables may be stated as:
X; > 0 where j = 1,2,. ...n.
Example:
Suppose a firm has L dollars available for capital investment in its next planning period. To
simplify matters for illustrative purposes, suppose that n different projects are competing for these
funds. Assume that the jth project requires an investment of C; dollars and m; man-hours and
yields a profit of pj dollars. In the coming period, M man-hours are
available to work on the
selected projects. The firm desires to determine which project should be undertaken to maximize
profit in the coming period, while not exceeding capital allocations of the allotted L dollars.
Assume that it is not possible to change the amount of investment in the jth project once it has been
selected. Additionally, suppose that only one unit of each project may be undertaken.
The situation may be formulated as a mathematical programming problem by introducing integer







< L I mj dj
< M
j=l j=l
0<d<l j = 1,2, ,n.
This above mathematical approach seems to be deterministic in using the values of variables and is
also deterministic in generating the output results. These models are less valid because in using
fixed estimates they do not accurately represent the real system and to use most mathematical
methods, a person needs to be an adept mathematician.
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3.1.2 Advantages of Simulation Model Over Mathematical Model
Following are the benefits of a simulation model over amathematical model:
As already described earlier mathematical models are deterministic since these models use specific
estimates for model variables and generate specific values as output. "Simulation models are
usually probabilistic because there is some degree of randomness present in the system. In fact,
most systems are probabilistic in that exact events cannot be predicted with certainty. For example,
process times and move times usually vary within known limits from one unit of production to the
next. Therefore, most simulation models require probabilistic data inputs and produce probabilistic
outputs"
[7].
A key reason for the widespread use of simulation is the concrete and easily understood nature of
such models. Whereas mathematical models are often too abstract for the non-mathematician to
understand, computer simulation is more in tune with the way most people think and allows them
to experiment and present the results in pictures, graphs, and intuitive forms that a non-specialist
can easily grasp. In terms of model validity, simulation has built-in advantages since it is often
feasible to include relevant system features which cannot be included in other model types.
Some of the issues that can be addressed using manufacturing simulators but not the other models
are:
Number of personnel required
Number ofmachines and equipment required
Percent utilization of allocated resources ( personnel, machines)
Amount ofmaterial handling equipment required
Utilization of allocated material handling equipment
Effect of interruption and random breakdowns on the total throughput
Effect of changes in product mixes on total throughput
Size ofwork-in-process staging areas




Simulation often facilitates analyzing situations more correctly, with fewer false assumptions, than
ordinarymathematical analysis. Decisions made without the aid of simulation models have a higher
probability of errors. Simulation yields useful information regarding economic data, capacity
optimization, and design of material flow. A production manager may use simulation with a
personal desktop microcomputer to gain a competitive edge.
The set of documented results will give the modeler a quantitative base of data to present to
management along with evaluations of the alternatives. One should be very cautious when
evaluating layouts using manufacturing simulators. The logical flow and the validity of the
statistical data are the keys to successful analysis of alternatives.
Simulation can be used to help process workers both understand the system better and see their
role in making that system function smoothly. Education is increasingly being recognized by
companies as an important part ofmaking changes happen in the work place. Animated graphics
can bring understanding of the production system down the ladder as well as up the ladder.
Simulation is frequently used in designing flexible manufacturing systems. It is necessary to
simulate the proposed processing system to analyze the material flow, queues, buffers, and overall
capacity. Simulation can show expected utilization of machines and labor, and it can identify
potential bottlenecks. In addition, it can examine the effects of alternate routing and scheduling as
well as prove useful in balancing assembly lines. Many expensive errors can be avoided by using
simulation in the design process.
Finally simulation allows us to model out the future to see both the short run and long run effects,
and try to capture the best balance of both.
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3.2 Simulation: Remedy for Problems in Automation
"Manufacturing industries are currently watching their competitive position closely, and industrial
engineers are pushing to achieve the efficiencies of automation to meet competitive pressures. As a
result of this emphasis, industrial engineers are falling into what is most fairly described as a
trap-
the trap of recommending or installing an automated production line without due consideration of
the subtle drawbacks of such a commitment. The concept of a highly automated production line
seems somehow to capture the image of manufacturing efficiently. Whether the line moves
continuously, as in automobile assembly lines, or indexes in discrete steps, as in intermittent
production lines, the synchronous, automated production line conveys the impression of
simultaneous and organized accomplishment, executed with precision. But a precise,
synchronized, automated production line can easily fail to meet the lofty objectives of its
designers"
[6].
The primary culprits are system interdependence (Figure 3.1), system downtime (Figure 3.2),
inflexibility, poor maintainability and start-up problems. These problems are subtle and difficult to
predict, but can be overcome through awareness of their potential, and advanced planning.
Figure 3.1 shows how the synchronous, automated production line efficiency drops as additional
stations are added to the line, assuming no buffer storage between stations. The term "automated
production
line"
implies several stations in a series, not just one or two, and most industrial lines
are long, having a large number of stations. But the longer line, the greater the problem becomes.
Figure 3.2 displays the relationship between system downtime and the number of stations along
the automated line for several station reliabilities. From what we have seen already, it should be
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Figure 3.2: System Downtime Vs. Number of Stations [6]
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There are two solutions to overcome the problems in automation. They are as follows:
1. Problem Definition: Knowledge of the extent of system interdependence and how much it
will degrade system performance and increase downtime can be calculated, given assumed values
for station reliability. If station reliabilities are not known or cannot be reasonably estimated, upper
and lower limits can be assumed, permitting upper and lower bounds to be calculated for system
performance.
It is difficult to determine the amount in dollars that is spent every year on the automation of
production lines that will never function because of exorbitant downtime for malfunctions, jams
and maintenance.
2. Computer Simulation Studies: A second remedy for the problem of system
interdependence, low reliability and excessive downtime is system simulation. This method
utilizes computers to model the automated production line before it is built and then to exercise the
model by running the simulated production line "on
paper"
for six months to a year and evaluating
operating characteristics, system downtime, bottlenecks and othermeasures of performance.
The "six months to a
year"
time frame for exercising the model is compressed by the computer to a
few seconds, permitting the analyst to evaluate quickly the feasibility of a new production line
without plunging into an investment in expensive hardware.
The reliability of computer simulation analysis depends on the accuracy of station reliability
estimates, as with the analytical calculations described in the preceding section. But upper and
lower bounds of performance can be observed in computer simulation studies by varying input
parameters between reasonable limits, as was suggested for analytical calculations for system
interdependence and system reliability. The quick turnaround of a computer's simulation study
permits a wide variety of analyses of various contingencies thatmight occur in the existing system.
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3.3 Industrial Uses of Simulation
One of the major uses of simulation is in the planning of new manufacturing operations. "When
Northern Research and Engineering Corp., a consulting company for Torrington Co., was asked
to design a processing line for making ball bearings, they initially estimated that 77 machine tools
would be necessary. But when the operation was simulated, they found that four of the machines
were not actually needed, saving their client
$750,000"
[7]. Such savings are not unusual when
simulation is used.
"Another example of improved planning is GM's use of simulation to help design a high-tech
production system for their new Series 60 engine. Part of the system involved using automatic
guided vehicles (AGVs) to move materials. The engineers planned two AGV loops which would
keep the production line supplied. When simulated, the system worked well at the low volumes
that were expected later, but the system could not handle a heavy flow of
traffic"
[7]. Simulation
showed that a better control logic was needed.
"Polaroid used simulation to evaluate the efficiency of three production lines, finding that they
could reduce inventory buffers between work centers by 25%, thus saving time, space, and
money. Simulation can also be used for training and
troubleshooting"
[7] .
At Polaroid the line supervisor was shown simulations of possible (and probable) problems and
taught how to react appropriately in each simulation.
After considering the various advantages of System Simulation over the other models and the
feedback from the industries that used this technique, it was decided that system simulation should
be used to analyze the packaging line at FISONS Pharmaceutical Company.
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4.0
SIMULATION MODEL FOR FISONS
Most of the manufacturing/assembling systems are modeled by discrete simulation, sometimes
combined with continuous aspects. A similar philosophy was used to create the simulation model
for an aerosol packaging line at FISONS Pharmaceutical. It is essential for a modeler to
understand all the activities that take place in a system, prior to building the simulation model of the
system. The term
"activity"
has already been defined in the chapter "What Is Simulation ".
4.1 List of Activities Involved in the FISONS Packaging Line
Figure 4. 1 lists all the activities involved in the Fisons Packaging Line in a flow chart format.
Following is the brief description of each activity:
1 . Feeding: Under this activity the empty cans are stored in an accumulator at the beginning
of the line. This accumulator feeds the empty cans to both sides of the packaging line for
further activities.
2 . Aeration: In this activity a stream of dry air is passed through the empty cans for
cleaning purposes.
3 . Powder Filling: Ameasured amount of the required material/powder is poured into the
empty can.
4. Valve Placement: In this process a valve is gently placed on the shoulder of the the can.
5 . Valve Crimping: The valves placed on the can bodies are crimped to give a firm joint
between the can body and the valve.
6 . Pressurization: The cans are then passed through a pressurizing chamber and are filled
with the suitable propellant under pressure.
7 . Accumulation: The cans exiting from pressurizing units are accumulated on a circular
bench. This accumulator can store an inventory of three hundred cans and feeds the line
in case of any equipment failure upstream of accumulator, i.e. Aerator and Powder Filler.





















9 . Weigh Check: The filled cans are then checked for the acceptable weight range. All the
cans that are above or below the desired weigh limits are automatically rejected.
10. Leak Testing: The accepted cans are then passed through a hot water bath under pressure.
Any minor/major leaks detected will cause the can to be rejected automatically after they exit
from the water bath unit.
1 1 . Drying: The cans exiting fromwater bath are wet outside. A stream of dry air is
shot at the cans for the purpose of drying them.
12. Cap Insertion: In this activity the caps are placed on the body of cans by an automatic cap
inserter.
13. ShrinkWrapping: Six cans at a time are passed through the shrink wrapping tunnel and are
unitized into one pack.
14. Casing: Two shrink wrapped units of six cans each are packed in one case.
1 5 . Taping: The packed cases are then sealed with a adhesive tape.
16. Palletizing: The sealed cases are then palletized for the purpose of shipping out.
4.2 Simulation Process for FISONS:
The process of simulation is often evolutionary, starting out with a simple representation of a
system and then gradually adding more complexities and embellishments. It is an iterative process
which continues to develop as the system becomes better understood and the problem becomes
more clearly defined.
The simulation process at FISONS Pharmaceuticals is divided into ten stages. Each stage is an
important step and is a prerequisite for the next step. Figure 4.2 shows these steps in order. Each
step is described as a separate section.
4.2.1 Problem Formulation:
The problem must be defined and the objectives stated so that the direction is clear. As the
simulation develops it may be found that the problem is actually different from what it was
originally thought to be. Therefore, problem formulation may be a continuous process as the
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Figure 4.2: Steps Involved In SimulationAt FISONS Pharmaceuticals
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FISONS has recently bought a new cap sorter, which was custom designed for one specific type
of cap materials (polypropylene). The machine was designed while focusing on their product
"Cruex"
only. However, it is impossible for an organization to be one product oriented in today's
market. Most of the manufacturing industries are trying to be customer driven and flexibility in
manufacturing operations becomes a prerequisite to survival for such an industry.
The cap sorter, being designed for one specific product, was incapable of handling the changes
made in the cap material, therefore, this became amajor bottleneck in the smooth operation of other
equipment at both of the extremes, upstream as well as downstream. The operations upstream and
downstream were heavily dependent on the functioning of this cap sorter. If the cap sorter broke
down, the whole of the line downstream would shut down. Overall, this resulted in reducing the
efficiency of the whole packaging line.
4.2.2 Model Building:
The model building begins with drawing the layout of the facility to be simulated. The line layout
for the aerosol packaging line at FISONS is shown in Figure 4.3 A computer simulation software
package was then used to build a model that represented the FISONS production system. The
simulation software used for this project was developed by PRITSKER CORPORATION. The
name of the software is SLAM SYSTEM/Packaging, which is specially designed to simulate
packaging lines. This is a SLAM II (language written in FORTRAN) based software. It meets
most of the requirements mentioned earlier in the chapter 'What Is Simulation'. SLAM
SYSTEM/Packaging is a simulation system which supports model building, analysis of models
using simulation, and the presentation of simulation results. A window environment simplifies the
input of graphical and textual information. A project maintainer automatically performs the task
required to analyze systems using simulation.
Each SLAM SYSTEM project was defined as being based on the SLAM II simulation language or
























A project is a collection of scenarios. Each scenario describes a system alternative and includes a
model, simulation results, and documentation notes.
There were three different scenarios selected to be modeled for this project:
Model 1: Saturated model with zero downtime in the shift of 480 minutes .
Model 2: Ideal situationmodelwith scheduled down time like morning and lunch
break but no unscheduled downtime, i.e machine failures.
Model 3: Currentmodel/As is model with cap sorter down most of the time.
SLAM SYSTEM/Packaging supports the framework shown in Figure 4.4 for performing each
project.
As shown in Figure 4.4 SLAM SYSTEM/Packaging components are the following:
1. Trial 8. Reliability
2. Process 9. Process Schedule
3. Conveyor 10. Process Area
4. Diverge 11. Conveyor Area
5. Merge 12. Facility
6. Control 13. Animation Screen
7. Action 14. Notes
The next section uses a reference format to describe the functionality associated with each of the
SLAMSYSTEM / Packaging components. All components use input definition forms for inserting
data into the special format required by the SLAMSYSTEM / Simulator. The fields on the input
forms correspond from top to bottom with the fields shown from left to right in the components
themselves (except for the trial and the animation screen components whose fields are also shown





















































































4.2.2.1 The Trial Component
The trial component is used to specify the parameters controlling simulation execution.
For
example, the length of the simulation run is specified in the trial component. A modeler can also
request process / control and specifies and conveyor traces as well as the collection of plot and
animation data. Figure 4.5 shows an example of a trial component definition form. Each field of
the form shown in Figure 4.5 is described in detail in the following section.
Field # 1. Trial Name
This field allows a modeler to specify a name that will appear at the top of each of the output
reports. If no name is specified, then the run name defaults to be the scenario name. The next
three fields are all related to the trial name.
Field # 2. Trial Description
This field allows a modeler to briefly describe the simulation run for the trial name. This
description will appear at the top of the output reports.
Field # 3. Simulation Run Duration
This field specifies the duration of the simulation for the specified trial name.
Field # 4. Statistics Collection Start Time
This field indicates the time at which statistic collection is to begin and allows a modeler to specify
a start up period at the beginning of a simulation for the specified trial name.
Field # 5. Process / Control Status Text Trace
The Process / Control Status Text Trace is an optional report that can be requested by specifying
"YES"
for this field. This report provides a textual history indicating the states of selected
processes and conveyors over time.
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*****************************************
* TRIAL DEFINITIONS *
*****************************************
TRIAL NAME [12 CHARACTERS]
TRIAL DESCRIPTION [32 CHARACTERS]
SIMULATION DURATION [MINUTES]
STATISTIC COLLECTION START TIME [MINUTES]
PROCESS /CONTROL STATUS TEXT TRACE [YES OR
NO'
(+) PROCESS/ (-) CONTROL NUMBER TRACE LIST
PROCESSES USING HIGH LEVEL REPORTING
PROCESSES USING MEDIUM LEVEL REPORTING
TRACE START TIME [MINUTES]
SNAP-SHOT INTERVAL [ 0 . -REPORT EACH CHANGE]
TRACE END TIME [MINUTES]
DETAILED CONVEYOR TEXT TRACE [YES OR NO]
CONVEYOR NUMBER TO BE TRACED
TRACE START TIME [MINUTES]
TRACE END TIME [MINUTES]
PLOT DATA COLLECTION [YES OR NO]
PLOT START TIME [MINUTES]
PLOT END TIME [MINUTES]
ANIMATION DATA COLLECTION [YES OR NO]
DATA COLLECTION START TIME [MINUTES]























Field # 6. (+) Process / (-) Control Number Trace List
The processes that are to be traced are specified in a comma - delimited format ( e.g. 3,4,7 ) for
this field. Process numbers are denoted as negative. There are three levels of details in regard to
tracing process states: low (minimum detail), medium (moderate detail) and high (very detailed).
By default all requested processes are traced at a low level of reporting. Only one level of
reporting is available for controls.
Field # 7. Processes Using Medium Level Reporting
To obtain a moderate level of detail for processes on the Process / Control Status Text Trace
report, their index numbers are entered in this field .
Field # 8. Processes Using High Level Reporting
To obtain the highest level of detail for processes on the Process / Control Status Text Trace
report, their index numbers are entered in this field.
Field # 9. Trace Start Time
For the Process / Control Status Text Trace report, this field is used to indicate the time at which
the trace is to end.
Field # 10. Trace End Time
For the Process / Control Status Text Trace report, this field is used to indicate the time at which
the trace is to end.
Field # U. Snap Shot Interval
This field is used to indicate how often trace data is to be collected. If zero or blank, then trace
information is collected whenever there is a change in a process state that is determined to be
significant based on the level of detail that is requested for each process. If a positive number is
entered, for example 0.5 , then trace data would be collected every 0.5 minutes.
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Field # 12. Detailed Conveyor Text Trace
The Detailed Conveyor Text Trace is an optional report that can be requested by specifying
"YES"
for this field. This report provides a detailed textual history of one conveyor over time. This report
is typically not requested, but can be useful during model verification.
Field # 13. Conveyor number to be traced
For the Detailed Conveyor Text Trace, this field indicates the conveyor that is to be traced.
Field # 14. Trace Start Time
For the Detailed Conveyor Text Trace, this field indicates the time at which the trace is to begin. A
trace cannot begin prior to the statistics collection start time.
Field # 15. Trace End Time
For the Detailed Conveyor Text Trace, this field indicates the time at which the trace is to end.
Field # 16. Plot Data Collection
Plot data collection can be requested by specifying a
" YES"
for this field. The specific plots
desired are requested in the process, conveyor, process area and conveyor area components. Plot
data collectionmay significantly slow the execution of the simulation and can create large files.
Field # 17. Plot Start Time
This field is used to specify the beginning time for plot data collection. Plot data collection cannot
begin prior to the statistics collection start time.
Field # 18. Plot End Time
This field is used to specify the ending time for plot data collection.
Field # 19. Animation Data Collection
Animation data collection can be requested by specifying a
"YES"
for this field. All animations
are done in a post process mode ( i.e. after the actual execution of the simulation ), and, therefore,
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the data necessary to drive an animation must be collected during the simulation run.
Field # 20. Data Collection Start Time
This field is used to specify the beginning time for animation data collection. Animation data
collection cannot begin prior to statistic collection start time.
4.2.2.2 The Process Component
The process component is used to define processes in a SLAMSYSTEM/ packaging model. Each
non-comment line in this component defines a different process. Each process is added by
entering its parameters on the process definition form. All the processes entered in this form are
discussed earlier in this section. Figure 4.6 shows the process definition form. Each field of the
form shown in Figure 4.6 is described in detail in the following section.
Field # 1. Process Label
This field allows a modeler to associate a label with a process. Any characters are valid except for
a semicolon or a comma. All process outputs will reference the process label.
Field # 2. Process Area #
This field is a pointer into the process area component. For example, if
"1"
is input in this field,
then this process is a member of process area 1 as defined in the process area component.
Processes are grouped together into areas either to obtain outputs based on the process area, or to
allow formerge and/or diverge components to reference a process area.
Field # 3. Process Index #
This is the number by which this process is referenced throughout the model. Process index
numbers must be unique; that is, no two processes can be defined to have same process index
number.
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* ^ r. K ^ K************ **************** **********
* PROCESS DEFINITIONS *
********************************************
GPP <ANIMATION>
A P <DWN> R S R L L L L L
R R T N E c A T T R R R
E O Y U L H SPEED F 1 2 P P P
A C P M Y D MAX INIT. I/O 1 2 3
LABEL # # E B # # SPEED SPEED RATIO 1 1 1 # # #
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 14 15 16
Figure 4.6
Field # 4. Downstream
Fields 4 and 5 are used to specify the construct that is immediately downstream of this process.
Field 4 indicates whether the downstream construct is a conveyor(C), diverge(D) or merge(M)
construct. A
"0"
or a blank in this field indicates that this process is a sink process.
Field # 5. Downstream Construct #
Given that field 4 specified that the down stream construct was either a conveyer, diverge, or
merge, then field 5 specifies the index number of that conveyer, diverge, or merge. Field 5 should
be blank or contain a
"0"
if field 4 is blank or contains a "0".
Field # 6. Reliability Set #
This field is a pointer into the reliability component, for example, if
"1"
is the input in this field,
then this process references reliability set 1 as defined in the reliability component. Reliability sets
are used to cause a process to periodically fail (unscheduled times) and subsequently be repaired.
Field # 7. Process Schedule #
This field is a pointer into the process schedule component. For example, if
"1"
is the input in this
field, then this process references process schedule 1 as defined in the process schedule. Process
schedules are used to cause process to be stopped (scheduled downtimes) due to predictable
reasons. Examples of scheduled downtimes include stopping an inspection process every hour to
perform a test, and stopping a shrink wrap process every 1000 units to change the shrink wrap
roU.
Field # 8. Maximum Speed
This is the maximum speed at which the process will be set to operate during the simulation. The
maximum speed is used to determine process efficiency. For example, if a process's maximum
speed is 500 units/minute and the process averaged 400 units/minute during a simulation run, then
the process's efficiency is 80% (400/500).
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Field # 9. Initial Speed
It is somewhat tricky to initially have all the processes start at the proper speed at the beginning of
a simulation run. Therefore, this field is provided to allow a modeler to set the initial speed of each
process at time 0, then the control system encoded in the model takes over and changes the speed
of each accordingly. If this field is left blank or contains a "0", then the process's initial set speed
defaults to its maximum specified speed.
Field #10. Input/output Ratio
This field indicates the number of units that must be input into this process for every one unit of
output. For example, if the process is a case packer that outputs 1 unit (a case) for every 24 input
units (say bottles), then the input/output ratio for this product is 24. All values in the model are
stated in terms of the input speed/rate. For example, if the maximum speed specified in column 8
is 240 units/minute and the input output ratio specified in column 10 is 24, then output reports will
state that the maximum speed is 10 units/minute (240/24).
Field # U Graphical Summary Reports:
This field indicates whether or not graphical data (e.g. pie charts and bar charts) is to be collected
for this process.
Field # 12. Process State Plot
This field indicates whether or not the data necessary to create a process state plot is to be collected.
Field # 13. Cumulative Production
This field indicates whether or not the data necessary to create a cumulative production plot is to be
collected.
Field # 14. Process State LRP
This field indicates the location reference point (LRP) at which the color associated with the
process state is to be shown during an animation. If
"0"
or blank, then no color is shown. If an
LRP is specified, then the animation will perform a
"fill"
of the immediate area surrounding the
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specified LRP at each state change.
Field # 15. Process Rate LRP
The absolute value of this field indicates the LRP at which the opening rate of the process is to be
shown during an animation. If
"0"
or blank, then the rate is not shown. A positive value indicates
that the rate is to be displayed as real, i.e., 1.0, and 2.0; a negative value indicates that the rate is to
be displayed as an integer, i.e., 3, and 4.
Field # 16. Cumulative Production LRP
The absolute value of this indicates the LRP at which the cumulative production of the process is to
be shown during an animation. If
"0"
or blank, the the cumulative production is not shown.
Cumulative production is always shown as a real number.
4.2.2.3 The Conveyor Component
The conveyor component is used to define conveyors in a SLAMSYSTEM/Packaging model. Each
non-comment line in this component defines a different conveyor. Each conveyor is added by
entering its parameters on the conveyor definition form. Figure 4.7 shows the definition form.
Each field of the form shown in Figure 4.7 is described in detail in the following section.
Field # 1. Conveyor Label
This field allows a modeler to associate a labelwith a conveyor. Any characters are valid except for
a semicolon or a comma. All conveyor outputs will reference the conveyor label.
Field # 2. Conveyor Area #
This field is a pointer into the conveyor area component. For example, if
"1"
is input in this field,
then this conveyor is a member of conveyor area 1 as defined in the conveyor area component.
Conveyors are grouped together into areas either to obtain outputs based on the conveyor area, or
to perform control logic based on inventory in a conveyor area. In this FISONS model the
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Field # 3 Conveyor Index #
This is the number by which this conveyor is referenced throughout the model. Conveyor index
numbers must be unique; that is, no two conveyors can be defined to have the same conveyor
index number.
Field # 4. Downstream Construct Type
Fields 4 and 5 on the sample sheet are used to specify the construct that is immediately downstream
of this conveyor. Field 4 indicates whether the downstream construct is a process (P), conveyor
(C), diverge (D) or merge (M) construct.
Field # 5. Downstream Construct #
Given that field 4 specified that the downstream construct was either a process, conveyor, diverge,
or merge, then field 5 specifies the index number of that process, conveyor, diverge, or merge.
Field # 6. Reliability Set #
This field is a pointer into the reliability component. For example, if
"1"
is input in this field, then
the conveyor references reliability set 1 as defined in the reliability component. Reliability sets are
used to cause a conveyor to periodically fail (unscheduled downtimes) and subsequently be
repaired. The reliability component is discussed in depth later in this chapter.
Field # 7. Length
This field specifies the length of this conveyor in feet.
Field # 8. Maximum Containers Per Linear Foot
This field specifies the maximum number of containers that can be packed in one linear foot of this
conveyor.
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Field # 9. Maximum Speed
This is the maximum speed in feet/minute at which the conveyor will be set to operate during the
simulation. If the conveyorsmaximum speed is 80 feet/minute and its maximum packed density is
4 units per foot, then the maximum transfer rate of this conveyor is 320 uruts/minute (80 times 4).
Field # 10. Initial Speed
It is somewhat tricky to initially have all the conveyors start at the proper speed at the beginning of
a simulation run. Therefore, this field is provided to allow a modeler to set the initial speed of each
conveyor at time 0. After the simulation has started and the simulation clock has advanced past
time 0, then the control system encoded in the model takes over and changes the speed of each
conveyor accordingly. If this field is left blank or contains a "0", then the conveyor's initial set
speed defaults to be its maximum specified speed.
Field # U . Surge Table Size
If there is a surge table (accumulation table) associated with this conveyor, then this field indicates
the maximum number of units (products) that can be on the surge table. Surge tables in
SLAMSYSTEM/Packaging are always located at the entrance of the host conveyor. If product
backs up on the conveyor to the point that the conveyor is full, the product starts to back up on the
surge table. As soon as the conveyor starts to empty, product is removed fro the surge table and
the conveyor remains full until the point atwhich the surge table becomes empty. If a surge table is
located in the middle of a conveyor in the stream being modeled, then two conveyors are used to
model the real conveyor, the first conveyor will end just prior to the surge table, and the surge table
will be associated with the second conveyor.
Field # 12. Graphical Summary Reports
This filed indicates whether or not graphical data (bar charts) is to be collected for this conveyor.
Field # 13. Total Inventory Plot
This indicates whether or not the data necessary to create a plot of total inventory on the conveyor
is to be collected.
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Field # 14. Backup Inventory Plot
This feild indicates whether or not the data necessary to create a plot of backup inventory on the
conveyor is to be collected.
Field # 15. Conveyor Speed Plot
This field indicates whether or not the data necessary to create a plot of the conveyor speed is to be
collected.
Field # 16. Surge Table Scaling Factor
If a surge table is associated with this conveyor and if this conveyor is being animated, then this
field indicates how big the surge table is to be drawn and on which side of the conveyor the surge
table is to drawn. A positive value indicates that the surge table is to be drawn on the
"starboard"
side of the conveyor; a negative value indicates drawing on the
"port"
side of the conveyor. The
magnitude of the fields indicates the relative size to be used to draw the surge table as compared to
the segment of the conveyor upon which the surge table is to be drawn.
Field # 17. First Conveyor Endpoint LRP
Fields 17 through 22 are used only for animations. A single conveyor can be animated using
between one and five segments (a segment is a straight section of conveyor). This field indicates
the first endpoint of the first segment used to animate the conveyor.
Field # 18. Second Conveyor Endpoint LRP
This field indicates the second endpoint of the first segment, and the first endpoint of the second
segment, if any, used to animate the conveyor. At least two endpoints (field 17 and 18) must be
specified before a conveyor will be animated.
Field #19. Third Conveyor Endpoint LRP
This field indicates the second endpoint of the second segment, and the first endpoint of the third
segment, if any, used to animate the conveyor.
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Field # 20. Fourth Conveyor Endpoint LRP
This field indicates the second endpoint of the third segment, and the first endpoint of the fourth
segment, if any, used to animate the conveyor.
Field # 21. Fifth Conveyor Endpoint LRP
This field the second endpoint of the fourth segment, and the first endpoint of the fifth segment, if
any, used to animate the conveyor.
Field # 22. Sixth Conveyor Endpoint LRP
This field indicates the second endpoint of the fifth conveyor segment used to animate the
conveyor.
4.2.2.4 The Diverge Component
The diverge component represents the diverge construct of the model. The diverge construct splits
a single conveyor flow into two separate conveyor flows. As shown in Figure 4.3, the construct
splits the conveyor from the feeding process to two parallel conveyors having identical processes
on each side. The diverge will send equal amounts of empty cans to both the lines. A sample
sheet of the diverge component is shown in Figure 4.8. Each field of the form shown in Figure
4.8 is described in detail in the following section.
Field # 1. Diverge Label
This field allows a modeler to associate a label with a diverge. There are no outputs associated
with the diverge construct and, therefore, no default value is required.
Field # 2. Diverge Index #
This is the number by which this diverge is referenced throughout the model. Diverge index
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Figure 4.1
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Field # 3. Primary Downstream Construct Type
The nature of the diverge construct is such that is can reference two constructs that are immediately
downstream of it. Fields 3 and 4 are used to specify the primary construct that is immediately
downstream of this diverge. This field indicates whether the primary construct is a conveyor (C),
process (P), or process area (A) construct.
Field # 4. Primary Downstream Construct #
Given that field 3 specified that the primary downstream construct was either a conveyor, process,
or process area, then field 4 specifies the index number of that conveyor, process, or process area.
Field # 5. Secondary Downstream Construct Type
The nature of the diverge construct is such that it can reference two constructs that are immediately
downstream of it. Fields 5 and 6 are used to specify the secondary construct, if any, that is
immediately downstream of this diverge. The only acceptable secondary downstream construct is
a conveyor (C).
Field # 6. Secondary Downstream Construct #
Given that field 5 specified that the secondary downstream construct was a conveyor, then field 6
specifies the index number of that conveyor.
Field # 7. Diverge Rule
Given that there are two or more constructs immediately downstream of this diverge (there can be
more than two if the first downstream construct is a process area that contains more than one
process), there are two possible strategies for diverting product flow to the downstream constructs.
The first strategy, PREFERRED, causes product flow to be preferentially distributed to the
downstream constructs. The diverge prefers to distribute product to the primary downstream
construct and will only distribute product to the secondary downstream construct if the primary
downstream construct is unable to accept all of the product that the diverge has to distribute. If the
primary downstream construct is a process area, then the PREFERRED rule causes product to be
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preferentially distributed to the process area's processes based on the order that these processes are
defined in the process component.
The second strategy, PROPORTIONAL, causes product to be distributed proportionally, if
possible, among the downstream constructs. It may not always be possible to distribute
proportionally if one of the downstream constructs is unable to accept its share of the product.
Proportionality is determined based on the current set take-away rate of the downstream constructs.
4.2.2.5 The Merge Component
The merge component is used to define merge constructs in a SLAMSYSTEM/Packaging model.
The merge construct combines two flows into one flow line, as shown in Figure 4.9. Each field
of the form shown in Figure 4.9 is described in detail in the following section.
Field # 1. Merge Label
This field associates a label with a merge. Any characters are valid except for a semicolon or a
comma. There are no outputs associated with the merge construct and, therefore, no default value
is required.
Field # 2. Merge Index #
This is the number by which the merge is referenced throughout the model. The Merge index
number must be unique; that is, no two merge constructs can be defined to have the same index
number.
Field # 3. Primary Upstream Construct Type
The nature of the merge construct is such that it can reference two constructs that are immediately
upstream of it. Fields 3 and 4 are used to specify the primary construct that is immediately
upstream of this merge. Field 4 indicates whether the primary upstream construct is a conveyor
(C), process (P), or process area (A) construct.
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The merge is the only construct for which it is necessary to specify the upstream construct, or
in
this case, constructs. Typically, the SLAMSYSTEM/Packaging simulator determines product flow
simply based on the downstream constructs specified in the process, conveyor, diverge, or merge
components. However, even though other constructs will indicate that their downstream construct
is a merge, it is not possible to determine construct is the primary upstream construct unless the
upstream constructs are explicitly defined in the merge component.
Field # 4. Primary Upstream Construct #
Given that field 3 specified that the primary upstream construct was either a conveyor, process, or
process area, then field 4 specifies the index number of that conveyor, process or process area.
Field # 5. Secondary Upstream Construct Type
The nature of the merge construct is such that it can reference two constructs that are immediately
upstream of it. Fields 5 and 6 are used to specify the secondary construct, if any, that is
immediately upstream of the merge. Field 5 indicates whether the secondary upstream construct is
a conveyor (C) or process (P).
Field # 6. Secondary Upstream Construct #
Given that field 5 specified that the secondary upstream construct was a conveyor, then field 6
specifies the index number of that conveyor.
Field # 7. Next Downstream Construct Type
Fields 7 and 8 are used to specify the construct that is immediately downstream of this merge.
This field indicates whether the downstream construct is a conveyor (C) or a process (P).
Field # 8. Next Downstream Construct #
Given that field 7 specified that the downstream construct was either a conveyor or a process, then
this field specifies the index of that conveyor of that conveyor or process.
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Field # 9. Merge Rule
Given that there are two or more constructs immediately upstream of this merge (there can be more
than two if the primary upstream construct is a process area that contains more than one process),
there are two possible strategies for merging product flow from the upstream constructs.
The first strategy, PREFERRED, causes product flow to be preferentially merged from the
upstream constructs. The merge prefers to receive product from the primary upstream construct
and will only receive product from the secondary upstream construct if the construct immediately
downstream of this merge is able to receive more product than the primary upstream is producing.
If the primary upstream construct is a process area, then the preferred rule causes product to be
preferentially received from the process area's processes based on the order that these processes are
defined in the process component.
The second strategy, PROPORTIONAL, causes product to be merged proportionally, if necessary
from the upstream constructs. It may not always be necessary to try to merge product
proportionally if the construct immediately down stream of the merge can receive all of the
products being produced by the constructs immediately upstream of the merge. Proportionality is
determined based on the current set supply rate of the upstream constructs.
4.2.2.6 The Control Component
The control component is used to define controls/switches in a SLAMSYSTEM/Packaging model.
Each non-comment line in this component defines a different control. Each field of the control
component definition form shown in Figure 4.10 is described in detail in the following section.
Field # 1. Control Label
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Figure 4.10
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Field # 2. Control Index #
This is the number by which this control is referenced throughout the model. Control index
numbers must be unique; that is, no two controls can be defined to have the same control index
number.
Field # 3. Host Construct Type
Fields 3 and 4 are used to specify the construct with which the control is associated. Field 3
indicates whether the host construct is a conveyor (C) or conveyor area (A).
Field # 4. Host Construct*
Given that field 3 specified that the downstream construct was either a conveyor or conveyor area,
then field 4 specifies the index number of the conveyor or conveyor area.
Field # 5. Control Location Required
If the control is associated with a conveyor and a positive value is entered in field 5, then field 5
indicates the location, in feet, of the control from the conveyor exit. For example, if a conveyor is
10 feet long and there is a control located 8 feet from the conveyor entrance, and therefore 2 feet
from the conveyor exit, then field 5 would contain a 2.
If the control associated with a conveyor and a negative value is entered in field 5, then field 5
indicates the point at which the control becomes covered based on the percentage of backup
inventory on the conveyor. For example, if a conveyor can hold 200 units and a surge table that is
associated with that conveyor can hold 1000 units, then the combined capacity of the conveyor and
the surge table is 1200 units. If -95. is entered in field 5, then the control becomes covered when
the backup inventory reaches 1140 units or 95% of the capacity of the conveyor and the surge
table.
Field # 6. Graphical Summary Reports
This field indicates whether or not graphical data (bar charts) is to be collected for this control.
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Field # 7. Animation Data
This field indicates whether or not the data necessary to animate the control is to be collected during
the animation run.
Field # 8. Control Location LRP Location
This field is only used for animation. If the control is associated with a conveyor, then the location
of the control in an animation can be automatically derived based on field 5. However, if the
control is associated with a conveyor area, then it is impossible to automatically place the control in
an animation. Field 8 allows a modeler to specify an LRP at which a control is to be drawn in an
animation. In general, controls should be defined (or listed) in the control component in the order
that product passes the controls.
Actions associated with uncovered controls are performed based on the sequence in which the
controls are listed in the control component. Depending on the decision logic associated with the
controls, the sequence in which these actions are performed may be important in order to properly
initialize the simulation. The proper sequence typically involves defining the controls in the order in
which products pass the controls.
4.2.2.7 The Action Component
The action component is used to define the decision logic initiated in response to other actions.
There are two system changes related to controls that can trigger the occurrence of an action:
1 . A control becoming covered
2 . A control becoming uncovered
There are two system changes related to processes that can trigger the occurrence of an action:
1 . Conveyor failure
2 . Conveyor repair.
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There are three system changes related to process schedules that can trigger the occurrence of an
action:
1 . The start of a changeover
2 . The start of a production run
3 . The end of a production run.
Actions are closely associated with instruction codes. Instruction codes provide amodeler with the
ability to model complex systems. For example, with instruction codes it is possible to model the
following decision logic. If process 7 fails and process 8 is not currently experiencing a failure,
and if control 3 is covered, then delay for 15 seconds and change the speed of process 7 and
conveyor 2. Each field of the action component definition form shown in Figure 4.11 is described
in detail in the following section.
Field # 1. Action Index #
This is the number by which this action is referenced throughout the model. Action index numbers
must be unique, that is, no two actions can be defined to have the same action index number.
Field # 2. Next Action Index #
It may be necessary to perform two or more actions in a specific sequence given that an event
occurrence has triggered the first action to be performed. If there is a "next
action"
defined in field
2, then the completion of the current action will trigger this "next
action"
to be performed. For
example, if a process and conveyor are to be stopped when a particular control becomes covered,
then two actions must be performed. The first action will reference an instruction code that stops
the process, and the second action will reference an instruction code that stops the conveyer.
Field # 3. State Triggering Action
Fields 3 and 4 are closely related. If field 3 is blank or contains SS, then field 4 should be blank; if
there is an input in field 3 other than SS, then field 4 should contain an input. A given action can
be triggered to be performed by the occurrence of one of the following seven events: a control
becomes covered (CV), a control becomes uncovered (UC), a process fails (PF), a process is
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repaired (PR), a conveyor fails (CF), a conveyor is repaired (CR), and at the start of simulation
(SS). Field 3 indicates when the triggering event is one of these seven events.
Field # 4. Construct Index #
Given that field 3 is not blank or equal to SS, then the triggering event indicated in field 3 must
either reference a control (CV and UC), process (PF and PR), or conveyor (CF and CR). Field 4
indicates the index number of the control, process, or conveyor being referenced. A given control,
process, or conveyor, can only be referenced once for each of the two applicable events related to
the construct.
For example, CV 1 (cover control 1) cannot be referenced by more than one action. Ifmore than
one action is required for a particular event occurrence, then use the next action, field 2.
Field # 5. Time Delay After State Change
A delay may be specified between the point in time at which a given action is triggered to occur,
and the point in time at which the instruction associated with that action is actually performed. For
example, the logic associated with a control can specify that a process is to be started five seconds
after the control becomes covered. Field 5 allows such a delay period to be specified. Using the
same example, note that if the control becomes uncovered in less than five seconds after becoming
covered, then the instruction is not performed. Time delays on actions triggered by an SS event
are ignored.
Field # 6. Instruction Code
Field 6 specifies an instruction code. Field 7 through 16 specify parameters associated with the
instruction code. An instruction code indicates the type of change that is to be made to the state of
the system. For example, the
"CH.SP.P.A"
instruction code is used to change the speed of a
process. In this case, the parameter specified in field 8 through 16 indicates the index number of
the processes whose speed is to be changed.
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Field # 7. Instruction Parameters 1-10
The parameters specified in the fields 7 through 16 are specific to the instruction code specified in
field 6.
Field # 8. Comment
This field associates a brief comment with this action.
4.2.2.8 The Reliability Component
Processes and conveyors can be modeled to periodically experience random failures, also referred
to as unscheduled downtime. Field 6 in the process component and field 6 in the conveyor
component defines pointers into the reliability component. The reliability component allows a user
to define the distributions for the meantime between failures, called "uptime", and meantime
between repairs called "downtime". Each field of the reliability component definition form shown
in Figure 4.12 is described in detail in the following section.
Field # 1. Reliability Label
This field allows a user to associate a label with this reliability set.
Field # 2. Reliability Index#
This is the number by which this reliability set is referenced throughout the model. This number
must be unique.
Field # 3. Next Reliability Index*
This software package allows a user to define two or more reliability sets for a given process or
conveyor. For example, itmight be desirable to define one reliability set to represent amachine's
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Field # 4. Uptime Distribution Type
This field indicates what the criteria of representing the time for distribution is. There are two
options under this field:
1.
"C"
stands for clock. If this option is selected, then the next failure will occur exactly after




stands for running. If this option is selected, then the next failure will occur after the
machine has run for the user specified time.
Field # 5. Uptime Distribution









Field # 6. Uptime Distribution Parameters
Fields 6 through 8 indicate the parameter associated with the distribution specified in the field 5.
All distributions require at least one parameter. The parameter for the eight distributions are:
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triangular low mode high
discrete upper cell limit frequency
Field # 7. Uptime Distribution Seed Stream
This field indicates the seed stream to be used in order to obtain random numbers for the
distribution specified in field 5. Seed streams are not used for the constant and test distributions.
Field # 8. Down Time Distribution
A similar procedure as described in steps 1 through 7 is used to find the down time distribution.
4.2.2.9 The Process Schedule Component
The process schedule component is used to define production schedules. Each non-comment line
in this component defines a different production run, and not necessarily a different process
schedule. Each non-comment tine containing a non-zero entry in field 2 in this component defines
a different process schedule. One process schedule can have multiple production runs.
In addition to being used to indicate changeover times and system changes associated with new
production runs, process schedules can be used to stop an inspection process every hour to
perform a test, or to stop a shrink wrap process every 1000 units to change the shrink wrap roll.
Each process schedule is added by entering its parameters on the process schedule definition form.
Each field of the form shown in Figure 4.13 is described in detail in the following section.
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***************************************************************
* PROCESS SCHEDULE DEFINITIONS *
***************************************************************
S
C CNG BEG END NEW
D CHANGE- OVR RUN RUN MAXIMUM NEW SET SPEED ROLL
L OVER RUN ACT ACT ACT SPEED SPEED I/O OVER
LABEL # (MIN) LENGTH # # # (CPM) (CPM) RATIO MARK
1 23 45678 9 10 11
Figure 4 . 13
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Field # 1. Process Schedule Label
This field allows amodeler to associate a label with a process schedule. Any characters are valid
except for a semicolon or a comma. There are no outputs associated with process schedules, and,
therefore, no default value is required.
Field # 2. Process Schedule
Each line in this component is referred to as a production run. If field 2 contains a non zero entry,
then this line also indicates the beginning of a new process schedule, and the number field 2 is the
number by which this process schedule is referenced throughout the model. All lines that contain a
zero in field 2 (or are blank) are continuations of the last process schedule. The last process
schedule is the last line that contained a non zero entry in field 2. A process referencing a process
schedule that has multiple production runs will
"execute"
each production run in turn.
Field # 3. Changeover Time
Given that a process is just starting to
"execute"
this production run in a process schedule, field 3
indicates the amount of time that this process is to be stopped prior to beginning this production
run. This time is referred to as changeover time or scheduled downtime.
Field # 4. Run Length
Field 4 specifies the length of this production run. If positive, then field 4 indicates the time
duration of this production run. If negative, then the absolute value of field 4 indicates the number
of units that are to be produced in this production run.
Field # 5. Changeover Action #
A positive entry in field 5 indicates an action that is to be triggered to occur at the beginning of the
changeover period.
Field # 6. Begin Run Action #
A positive entry in field 6 indicates an action that is to be triggered to occur just prior to starting to
produce units against this production run (at the end of the changeover period).
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Field # 7. End Run Action #
A positive entry in field 7 indicates an action that is to be triggered to occur at the end of the
production run.
Field # 8. New Maximum Speed
Field 8 indicates the new specified maximum speed for the process referencing this process
schedule. The new maximum speed specification becomes effective at the beginning of this
production run. If field 8 is blank, then the specified maximum speed of the process is not
changed.
Field # 9. New Set Speed
Field 9 indicates the speed at which to set the process referencing this process schedule at the
beginning of this production run. If field 9 is blank, then the current speed setting of the process is
not changed.
Field # 10. New Input / Output
Field 10 indicates the new input/output ratio at which to set the process referencing this process
schedule at the beginning of this production run. If field 10 is blank, then the current input/output
ratio is not changed.
Field # U . Roll Over Marker
A process referencing a given process schedule will execute each production run of the process
schedule in turn. In the event that the process completes all of the production runs in the process
schedule, field 1 1 is used to indicate the production run at which to roll over the schedule. For
example, if there are four production runs defined in a process schedule and the second run
contains a roll over marker (a 1 in field 1 1), then after the process completes the fourth production
run, it will begin the schedule again starting with the second run. In this case, the first production
run is performed once and is never performed again. All process schedules should have exactly
one production run that contains a roll over marker.
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4.2.2.10 The Facility And Animation Component
The components Facility and Animation are used to build the drawing of the model and to run the
animation of the model (Figure 4. 14).
This completes Step 2 (section 4.2.2) of the simulation process. The result of this process was a
rough model of the FISONS 's packaging line and acquaints the modeler with the type of data
required to build the simulation model. Step 3 was used to fill in the required data into the rough
model and create the closest possible model of the packaging line.
4.2.3 Data Acquisition.
This is the most critical stage among the all stages of the simulation process, because incorrect data
will lead to an incorrect model. As the rough model was constructed, it became evident that
specific data was needed for each component mentioned above. This information was not readily
available and it was necessary to collect it for the purpose of this project. The process of
information collection included:
4.2.3.1. Data Acquisition for Process Component
a. Process Labeling: All of the processes discussed earlier in this chapter were
assigned with a unique index number according to their sequence of operation. The
sequence of operation can be easily followed by looking at the packaging line
layout (Figure 4.3). The index numbers were filled in column number #3 of the
process component definition sheet (Figure 4.16).
b. Downstream Construct: Again referring to the Figures 4.3 & 4.15 it became
easy to assign the immediate downstream type (conveyor, diverge, merge and
process) of the process. The information for downstream construct was then filled
in the column number #4 of the process component definition sheet. (Figure 4. 16)
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*************************************************************
* ANIMATION SCREEN DEFINITION
*
*************************************************************
PROCESS: OPERATING COLOR [GREEN]
OPERATING LEGEND LRP [NONE]
NO SUPPLY/UNPRIMED COLOR [GRAY]
NO SUPPLY/UNPRIMED LEGEND LRP [NONE]
NO TAKEUP/BLOCKED COLOR [BLUE]
NO TAKEUP /BLOCKED LEGEND LRP [NONE]
FAILED COLOR [YELLOW]
FAILED LEGEND LRP [NONE]
SCHEDULED DOWN COLOR [WHITE]
SCHEDULED DOWN LEGEND LRP [NONE]
REASON 1 COLOR [MAGENTA]
REASON 1 LEGEND LRP [NONE]
REASON 2 COLOR [LTMAGENTA]
REASON 2 LEGEND LRP [NONE]
REASON 3 COLOR [BROWN]
REASON 3 LEGEND LRP [NONE]
MAX. TIME BETWEEN UPDATES [.1]
CONVEYOR: BACKUP COLOR [BLUE]
BACKUP LEGEND LRP [NONE]
SPACED INVENTORY COLOR [LTBLUE]
SPACED INVENTORY LEGEND LRP [NONE]
EMPTY COLOR [GRAY]
EMPTY LEGEND LRP [NONE]
CONVEYOR EDGE COLOR [DKGRAY]
WIDTH (1,3,5,7,9 PIXELS) [3]
MAX. TIME BETWEEN UPDATES [.1]
CONTROL: COVERED COLOR [BLUE]
COVERED LEGEND LRP [NONE]
UNCOVERED COLOR [GRAY]
UNCOVERED LEGEND LRP [NONE]
RADIUS (1,3,5,7,9 PIXELS) [1]
TEXT: FOREGROUND COLOR [GRAY]
BACKGROUND COLOR [BLACK]
CLOCK: CURRENT TIME LRP [NONE]
CURRENT TIME BAR GRAPH NUMBER [NONE]
STARTING TIME LRP [NONE]
ENDING TIME LRP [NONE]
MIN. TIME BETWEEN UPDATES [.1]









































c. Equipment Speed (Cans/minute): The most important information under
process component is theminimum andmaximum speed of the equipment
responsible for corresponding activity, i.e. Aerator speed, Cap Insertion speed, and
Casing Speed. The speed for each process was measured by physically counting
the number of cans entering and leaving the process stations. The speed was
measured in cans/minute by using a stop watch. The data collected for the speeds
was then filled in column number #8 & # 9 on the process component definition
sheet (Figure 4.16).
d. Input/Output Ratio: The ratio of units entering a process to the units leaving the
process defines the Input/Output ratio. Most of the activities had one to one
Input/Output ratio except the activities at the end of packaging line. The shrink
wrapper had a one to six ratio because six cans individually entered the shrink
wrapper and left the wrapper as one unit of six cans. Similarly the caser had a one
to twenty four ratio as four packs with each pack consisting of six cans, entered the
caser and left as one unit of twenty four cans. This data was filled in column #10
of the process component definition sheet.
The completed process component data sheet is shown in Figure 4.16.
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A P <DWN> R S R L L L L L
R R T N E c A T T R R R
E O Y U L H SPEED F 1 2 P P P
A C P M Y D MAX INIT. I/O 1 2 3
# # E B # # SPEED SPEED RATIO 1 1 1 # # #
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 14 15 1G
1 D 1 100. 0 100. 0 Y Y Y 1 96
2 C 3 1 50. 50. 0 Y Y Y 2 97
3 C 4 3 50. 0 50. 0 Y Y Y 3 98
4 C 5 5 50. 50.0 Y Y Y 4 99
5 C 6 7 50. 50. 0 Y Y Y 5 100
6 C 9 2 50. 50. 0 Y Y Y 6 101
7 C 10 4 50. 50.0 Y Y Y 7 102
8 c 11 6 50. 50.0 Y Y Y 8 103
9 c 12 8 50. 50.0 Y Y Y 9 104
10 c 14 9 100. 100.0 Y Y Y 10 105
14 c 20 10 100. 0 100.0 Y Y Y 11 106
15 c 21 11 100. 100.0 Y Y Y 12 107
16 c 23 12 100. 100.0 6 Y Y Y 13 108
18 c 26 13 100. 100.0 24 Y Y Y 14 109
19 c 27 14 100.0 100.0 24 Y Y Y 15 110

















Figure 4.16: A Completed Process Definitions Form
After Data Input
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4.2.3.2. Data Acquisition for Conveyor Component
a. Conveyor Index: All the conveyors in the system were assigned a unique
index number. (Figure 4.16). As discussed earlier, the index numbers remain the
same as assigned throughout the simulation process. The information regarding
index number assignmentwas filled in column #3 of the conveyor component
definition sheet (Figure 4.17).
b. Conveyor Length: The length of each conveyor was measured in feet, using a
measuring tape. The information was filled in column #7 of the conveyor
component sheet (Figure 4.17).
c. Conveyor Density: As described earlier in this chapter, the conveyor density
defines the total number of cans that can fit in one linear foot of the conveyor. By
measuring the diameter of the cans, the conveyor density was calculated in
cans/linear foot of the conveyor. This information was filled in column 8 of the
conveyor component definition sheet (Figure 4.17).
d. Conveyor Speed: The speed corresponding to each conveyor was collected in
feet/minute. The conveyor speed was measured by measuring the distance traveled
in one minute by a reference mark on the respective conveyor. Due to continuous
flow between the adjacent processes, conveyor speeds must match with the process
speed, that is, if two adjacent processes are running at a speed of 50 cans/minute,
then the conveyor between these two processes should also run at the same speed.
The information was filled in column # 9 and # 10 ofFigure 4. 17. If a value in
column 9 (conveyor speed in feet/minute) is multiplied by the corresponding value
in column 8 (conveyor density in cans/linear foot), the resulting value represents
the conveyor speed in cans/minute.
The completed conveyor component data sheet is shown in Figure 4. 17.
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***********************************************
* CONVEYOR DEFINITIONS *
***********************************************
G P P P <
A C <DWN> R R L L L S L L
R 0 T N E A T T T C R R
E N Y U L MAX MAX INIT TABLE F 1 2 3 A P P
A V P M Y LEN. DNSTY SPEED SPEED SIZE L 1 2
LABEL # # E B # (FT) (CPF) (FPM) (FPM) (#) 1 1 1 1 E # #
; 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 2 3 4 5 16 17 1
DIVERGE>EXIT#1 1 C 2 7.25 6. 8.3 8. 3 Y Y Y Y 17 1
EXITl>AREATION#l 2 P 2 1.25 6.0 8.3 8.3 Y Y Y Y 19 2
AREATN#l>PODER#l 3 P 3 5. 6. 8.3 8.3 Y Y Y Y 21 2
PODR. #1>VALINS#1 4 P 4 5. 6. 8.3 8.3 Y Y Y Y 23 2
VALINS#1>CRIMP#1 5 P 5 1.75 6. 8.3 8. 3 Y Y Y Y 25 2
CRIMP#1>MERGE#1 6 M 1 6.58 6. 8.3 8. 3 Y Y Y Y 27 2
DIVERGE>EXIT#2 7 C 8 7.25 6. 8.3 8.3 Y Y Y Y 29 3
EXIT2>AREATION#2 8 P 6 1.75 6.0 8.3 8.3 Y Y N Y 31 3
AREATION2>POWDR2 9 P 7 5. 6. 8.3 8. 3 Y Y Y Y 33 3
PODER2>VALVEINS2 10 P 8 5. 6. 8.3 8.3 Y Y Y Y 35 3
VALVEINS>VCRIM2 11 P 9 1.75 6. 8.3 8.3 Y Y Y Y 37 3
VCRIM2>MERGE 12 M 1 10. 6. 8.3 8. 3 Y Y Y Y 39 4
MERGE>CHARGING 13 P 10 18. 6. 16.6 16.6 Y Y Y Y 43 4
CHARGINOSURGET 14 C 15 17.5 6. 16.6 16.6 Y Y Y N 46 4
WEIGHT CHECK 15 C 16 3. 6. 16.6 16.6 250 Y Y Y Y -9 49 5
CODING 16 c 17 2.5 6.0 16.6 16.6 Y Y Y Y 51 5
CODINOLEAK TEST 17 c 18 2.5 6.0 16.6 16.6 Y Y Y Y
LEAK TEST 18 c 19 80. 6.0 16.6 16.6 Y Y Y Y 53 5
LEAK TEST>DRYING 19 p 14 4. 6.0 16.6 16.6 Y Y Y Y 59 6
DRYINOCAPING 20 p 15 21. 6.0 16.6 16.6 Y Y Y Y 61 6
CAPINOENTERP . B . 21 c 22 2.6 6.0 16.6 16.6 Y Y Y Y 64 6
ENTER>FILMWRAPP 22 p 16 10. 6.0 16.6 16.6 Y Y Y Y 66 6
WRAPP>TUNNEL 23 c 24 2. 6.0 16.6 16.6 Y Y Y Y 69 7
SHRINK WRAPPING 24 c 25 12. 6.0 16.6 16.6 Y Y Y Y 71 7
SHWRAP>CASING 25 p 18 7.6 6.0 16.6 16.6 Y Y Y Y 73 7
CASINOTAPING 26 p 19 9.75 6.0 16.6 16.6 Y Y Y Y 75 7
TAPINOPALLETIZE 27 p 20 10. 6.0 16.6 16. 6 Y Y Y Y 77 7
Figure 4.17: A Completed Conveyor Def initiom Form
After Data Input
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4.2.3.3. Data Acquisition for Control Component
a. Total Number of Controls: There were four sensors at different locations on
the line. These controls helped to provide a better control over the uncertainties in
the line. The control locations are showin in Figure 4.18 and the functions
associated with these controls are discussed in the section "Data Acquisition for
Actions Component".
Control #1: The control was located at conveyor #13 and was used to
maintain a minimum level of inventory on the conveyor upstream to the charging
room.
Control #2: The control was located at conveyor #20 and was used to
maintain the permitted inventory level on the conveyor downstream to water bath.
Control #3: The control was located at conveyor #20 and was used to
maintain the minimum required inventory on the conveyor upstream to the cap
sorter.
Control #4: The control was located at conveyor #22 and was used to
maintain a minimum required inventory on the conveyor upstream to the plastic
wrapper.
b. Location of Controls: The distance between the control location and the exit of
the host conveyor was measured using ameasuring tape. This is a required piece
of information formaintaining the proper inventory in the simulation
process.
The completed control component data sheet is shown in Figure 4.19.
4.2.3.4. Data Acquisition for Action Component
a. Actions related to each control: The conditions that can trigger an action has
been described earlier in this chapter. The controlling condition that fits best for
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# E B LOCATON H M #
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 C 13 13. N N 79
2 C 20 19. N N 80
3 C 20 4. N N 81
4 C 22 5.2 N N 82
Figure 4.19: A Completed Control Definitions Form
After Data Input
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Action #1. If the inventory level on conveyor number 13 reaches above 76 cans,
then start process number 10 (charging process), and if the inventory level is below
76 cans, then stop process number 10. This action is triggered with the assistance
of control #1. The purpose of this action is to avoid any accidents in the charging
room, also called the pressurizing unit. Itmust have at least 76 cans on the
conveyor before the cans enter the pressurizing unit.
Action #2. If the inventory level of conveyor #20 reaches above 1 14 cans, then
stop conveyor number 18 and start it again when inventory level reaches below
114 cans. This action is triggered by control number # 2. The purpose of this
action is to control the jams on the packaging line.
Action #3. Start process number 16 (shrink wrapping process) only when
the inventory level on the conveyor upstream to the shrink wrapping process is
above 30 cans. This action is triggered by control # 4.
A complete action definition sheet is shown in Figure 4.20.
4.2.3.5. Data Collection for Reliability Component
a. Reason Identification: A data collection sheet was designed to cover
most of the reasons that can shut the line. The reason sheet is shown in
Figure 4.21. Each element on this sheet, except element # 1, corresponds to a
specific reason responsible to shut the line. Element # 1 corresponds to the amount
of time the line was running between two successive failures.
b. Time Collection for Each Element on Reason Sheet: The time in minutes
was collected for each element on the reason sheet. An instrument called a SION
organizer was used to capture these times. The instrument was programmed in the
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A N S S D
C E T T E
T X A R L
N T T C A INSTRUCTN + I N S T R U C T I O N PAR A M E T E R S
# # E T Y CODE #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
1 0 IF.C.LEVL 5 6 13 76
5 START. P. Rl 10
6 STOP.P.R1 10
2 IF.C.LEVL 7 8 20 114
7 STOP.C.R2 18
8 START. C.R2 18
3 IF.C.LEVL 9 10 22 30
9 START . P . R3 16
10 STOP.P.R3 16























CAP SORTER DOM DUE TO KECHANICAL FAULT
CAP SORTER DOVN PROCESS FAILURE UPSTREAH
CAP SORTER POM NO MECHANIC
PESTER BUNDLER START UP
PESTER BUNDLER DOVK DUE TO KECHAI.'iCAL FAULT
PESTER BUNDLES DOVN PROCESS FAILUP.E DOVN




Figure 4.21: A Reason Sheet For Line Shut Down
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BASIC computer language to provide a direct relationship between the numbers
on
the push buttons on the instrument and the element numbers on the reason sheet.
For instance if the line went down due to the mechanical failure in the cap sorter
corresponding to reason #5 on the reason sheet shown in Figure 4.21, the button
#5 on the SION organizer was pressed once. This indicated the beginning of an
event. After the cap sorter was fixed, the button #5 on the instrument was pressed
again to indicate that the cap sorter had been repaired. This indicated the event had
ended.
The time gap between the beginning of the event and the end of the event was
recorded in the memory of the SION organizer. This time is the measure ofMean
Time Between Repair (MTBR) of the cap sorter, when the cap sorter was down due
to reason #5 ( a mechanical problem). The button #1 that corresponds to the tine in
running condition was pressed once immediately after button #5 was pressed the
second time to indicate that the line was in running condition. If the line went down
due to any problem again, the button #1 was pressed again to indicate the tine
had gone down. The time gap between the beginning of the line run and line
getting shut down due to a reason was also recorded in the SION organizer and this
was themeasure ofMean Time Between Failure (MTBF).
The data for an eight hour shift was collected and stored in the memory of the
instrument. At the end of the shift the data was down loaded to an IBM-PC. The
collected data is shown in Figure 4.22. The figure indicates the total number of
times and the amount of time inminutes that the line was down due to a specific
reason. For instance, the line was down 48 times due to a mechanical failure in the
cap sorter (column #5). Column #1 shows the Mean Time Between Failure. The
data was reformatted to get the minimum, maximum, and average time the line was
down due a specific reason. For instance, the average time the line was down due
to problems in the cap sorter was 2.334 minutes. The reformatted data is shown in
Figure 4.23.
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c. Mean Uptime Distribution Analysis: The data collected for the run time of
the packaging line, also declared as element #1 in the reason sheet, was used to
determine the uptime distribution (MTBF). A statistical software package called
CENSOR was used for this purpose. In order to have better results, the first few
values with the run time less than a minute were censored (Figure 4.24). A curve
was plotted for the censored data, which closely matched a Lognormal (LOG)
distribution curve with a mean equal to 6.36021 hrs. and a standard deviation equal
to 2.395 (Figure 4.25).
d. Mean Downtime Distribution: In this case, data collected for element #5 in
the reason sheet that is the the time of line shut down due to failure in the cap
sorter (Figure 4.26) was used to determine the downtime distribution. A curve was
plotted using the same statistical software package. The resultant curve in this case
also closely matched the Lognormal (LOG) distribution with amean equal to
2.42704 hrs. and a standard deviation equal to 4.6817 (Figure 4.25). From the
parameters obtained for the downtime distribution, it is clear that the standard
deviation is almost double the mean value. This indicates that the process (line)
was out of control at the time of data collection. The parameters obtained are a
reflection of actual problems created by the cap sorter due to the use of different
materials for the cap other than what the cap sorter was designed for.
e. Fill the Reliability Component Data Sheet: After determining the
distributions for uptime and down time, the reliability component data sheet was
filled. A completed data sheet is shown in Figure 4.28. The above collected data
for the reliability component is applicable only to model # 3, because there is no
unscheduled downtime being considered while simulating model # 1 or model # 2.
However, the scheduled downtime due to breaks is applicable to model # 2 and











































































































































































ELM. 8 ELM 9 ELM. 10
Figure 4.22: Data Collected For Each Element On The Reason
Sheet Using SION Organizer
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RAW NO. OF AVG. M I N MAX AVE. LEVELED 9 5% CONE.
ELM TIME OBS OCCUR TIME TIME TIME RATING T I M E LIMITS COVER
1 222. 73 48 0 4.64 . 159 4 1 .619 100 4.64 15. 145 652 . 7
2 .013 1 0 . 013 .013 .013 100 013 0 0
3 37 .887 1 0 37 .887 37.88 37 .887 100 37 . 887 0 0
4 20. 642 1 0 20 . 642 20. 64 20 . 642 100 2 0.642 0 0
5 105 .02 45 0 2 . 334 .068 15 . 229 100 2 . 334 5 . 955 510.3
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A 0 0 0
7 2. 848 6 0 . 475 .094 .992 100 4 75 . 579 244
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A 0 0 0
11 1 .318 1 0 1 .318 1.318 1 . 318 100 1.318 0 0
12 .461 1 0 .461 . 461 .461 100 461 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A 0 0 0
Figure 4.23: Reformatted Data Collected in Figure 4.20 Using IBM PC
Element Number.l (DATA FOR UPTIME DESTRIBUTION)












































































































ELEMENT NUMBER 5 (DATA FOR DOWN TIME DISTRIBUTION)
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4.2.3.6. Data Collection for Process Schedule Component
Under this component all the downtime that is scheduled prior to starting the line
in the morning is listed below.
a. Morning Break: The morning break is fifteen minutes every day.
b. Lunch Break: There is a lunch break for thirty minutes.
c. Afternoon Break: This break is also for fifteen minutes.
The data is filled in the process schedule definition sheet. A completed sheet for model #2 and
model # 3 is shown in Figure 4.29.
This completed the data collection process (step 3, section 4.2.3) for the simulation purposes.
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******************************************************




R N < UPTIME >
E E T D S
L X Y I T
Y T P S PARM. PARM. PARM. R
##ET # 1 #2 #3M




P S PARM. PARM. PARM. R
ET #1 #2 #3 M
10 11 12 13 14 15
CAPER DOWN R LOG6. 360212. 395 1 R LOG2. 42704. 6817
Figure 4.28: A Completed Reliability Definition Form After Data Input
***************************************************************
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OVR RUN RUN MAXIMUM NEW SET
RUN ACT ACT ACT SPEED SPEED
LENGTH # # # (CPM) (CPM)







POWDER FILLER/ 1 3
POWDER FILLER/ 2 4
VALVE INSERT/ 1 5
VALVE INSERT/ 2 6
VALVE CRINMP/ ! 7


































































































Figure 4.29A.: A Completed Process Schedule







Figure 4.29B: Continued From Figure 4.29A
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4.2.4 Model Translation.
The abstract model of the system was formulated for evaluation by a computer. The
simulation model could be written in a general purpose language like FORTRAN, BASIC, or
PASCAL, butmost often a simulation language like SLAM II, GPSS, SIMAN, or SIMSCRIPT is
used since these languages are faster, easier to use, and increasingly user-friendly.
As previously discussed, the simulator used in this project was SLAM SYSTEM/Packaging. The
collected datawas entered in the different components of the simulator. The project maintainer
automatically generated the simulation results to be analyzed.
4.2.5 Verification.
This is the part of the process in which the model was evaluated to determine whether or not it
was functioning as intended on the computer. The animation model created was the best source of
model verification. Models were constantly improved by analyzing the animation of the model.
Animation of the simulated model is available on computer (under the filename FISONS) in the
Packaging Lab at Rochester Institute of Technology.
4.2.6 Validation.
This stage of the process requires an in depth knowledge of the system being simulated. For an
ordinary modeler (student), this is a difficult step and, therefore, the help of an experienced
employee was required to validate the model. Accordingly, able guidance was provided by the
Industrial Engineer, Mr. CraigeMessimer, responsible for that line and the computer model results
were tested for validity. All levels of the systemwere validated to insure that the model
corresponded accurately to the real system.
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4.2.7 Strategic And Tactical Planning.
Once a reliable representation of the system was in hand, the question of how to use it arose.
Strategic planning involves designing the simulation runs so that information necessary to solve the
problem is obtained. Tactical planning involves doing this efficiently so that each simulation gives
maximum information. The simulation needs to be run a number of times using the same
conditions because each run is like an experiment and will come out differently due to the random
number stream selected by the software.
4.2.8 Experimentation.
The simulation was executed on the computer and output results were recorded. The model was






6. No Downtimes (Perfect Equipments)
4.2.9 Analysis of Results.
The obtained results can be analyzed in two possible ways:
1 . Statistical summary report
2 . Graphical output
The graphical method, being the simplest to understand, was followed to analyze the results. Since
the objective of the project was focused on the Cap Section in the packaging line, the major
emphasis was on the analysis of results obtained for the cap sorter. However, the results obtained
for all the other processes under three different models, are attached in the Appendix section.
(Appendix A, B and C)
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Figures 4.30, 4.31, 4.32 show that the efficiency for the cap sorter under the saturated model was
the highest (95% apx.) as expected and the efficiency for the cap sorter was lowest (53.5% apx.)
under the as is model. The three pie charts (Figures 4.33, 4.34, 4.35,) indicate that the cap sorter
was operating 97% of the run time under the saturated model (model # 1), 82% under the ideal
model (model # 2) and 60% under the current (as-is) model (model # 3).
The term "no
takeup"
means that it is practically difficult to convert the current model of the
FISONS 's packaging line into the saturated model because it is not possible to run the lines without
any break time. But it is possible to convert the as is model to an ideal model by replacing the
existing cap sorter. The cost/efficiency analysis was performed for this purpose. The calculations
are shown on page 109. The numbers used in calculations are not the exact numbers currently












Figure 4.30: Efficiency Output of Cap section
Under Model #1
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Figure 4.31: Efficiency Output for Cap Section
Under Model # 2




4.32: Efficiency Output of Cap Section
Under Model # 3
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Figure 4.35: Output Summary of Cap Section UnderModel #3
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Total operating cost/shift for an ideal model (model # 2):
Total number of operators on line (N) = 8.0
Wages for one operator (CO) = $12 - 15/Hour ($13.5/Hour Avg.)
Number of supervisors required (S) =1.0
Wages for one supervisor (CS) = $18 - 20/Hour ($19.0/Hour Avg.)
Total Number of hours in a shift (H) =8.0
Operating cost for one shift (OP) = (N
* H * CO) + (T
* H * CT) + (S
* H * CS)
OP =$(8*8* 13.5) +
$(1* 8 * 17) + $(1
* 8 * 19)
OP =$864 + $152= $1016.00
Total operating cost (TOTAL) = (OP)
TOTAL COST = $1016.07Shift
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Total operating cost/shift for the current (as is) model (model # 3):
Total number of operators on line (N) = 8.0
Wages for one operator (CO) = $12 - 15/Hour ($13.5/Hour Avg.)
Number of technicians required (T) = 1.0
Wages for one technician (CT) = $16 18/Hour ($17.0/Hour Avg.)
Number of supervisors required (S) =1.0
wages for one supervisor (CS) = $18 20/Hour ($19.0/Hour Avg.)
Total Number of hours in a shift (H) =8.0
Overheads (CH) = 10% of operating cost
Operating cost for one shift (OP) = (N
* H * CO) + (T
* H * CT) + (S
* H * CS)
OP =$(8*8* 13.5) +
$(1* 8 * 17) + $(1
* 8 * 19)
OP =$ 864 + $136 + $152 = $ 1152.00
Total Operating Cost (TOTAL) = OP+ (CH)
TOTAL = $1152 + (1152/10) = $ 1267.00/Shift
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The results obtained are summarized in Figure 4.36.
4.2.10 Implementation and Documentation.
The scope of the project was limited to recommending the changes required in the packaging line
on the basis of results obtained from the simulation. The model was presented to management and
was well accepted by them.
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OPERATING RESULTS MODEL 1 MODEL 2 MODEL 3
OF CAP SORTER
SATURATED MODEL IDEAL MODEL CURRENT MODEL
% EFFICIENT 95.08 80.18 53.6
OPERATING RATE (CAPACITY) 90-100% @ 97.63 90-100% (5)81.29 80-90% @ 60.37
UNITS/HOUR
% DOWN (SCHEDULED) 0 12.5 12.5
% DOWN (UNSCHEDULED) 0 0 23.05
MEAN PRODUCTION 45,640 7,486 489
(UNITS/STOP)
AVERAGE PRODUCTION 45,640 29,944 26,406
PER 8 HOUR SHIFT
TOTAL SHIFTS REQUIRED TO 6.5 SHIFTS (APX.) 10 SHIFTS (APX.) 11 SHIFTS (APX.)
PRODUCE AN ORDER OF 300,000
AEROSOL CONTAINERS
OF ONE PRODUCT
OPERATING COST/SHIFT $1,016.00 $1,016.00 $1,267.00




On the basis of the results obtained, two of the most significant conclusions drawn are:
1 . In general, replacing a machine that is a greater source of downtime with a machine that is the
least source of downtime is the best recommendation anyone in the packaging industry can make
[33]. After analyzing the results in depth for the three scenarios, this logic does seem to fit very
well in this specific project. It is highly recommend that the organization should replace the
existing cap sorter and increase the efficiency of the line by 16% apx.. Cost justification is
shown below:
Model # 2 (The IdealModel):
Average production/shift (AP) = 29,944 cans (from figure 4.36, page 102)
Average operating cost /shift (OC) = $1016.00 (from page 99)
Average unit cost (UC2) = (AP)/(OC) = 1016.00/29,944 = $0.03393/can
Model # 3 (The As Is Model):
Average production/shift (AP) = 26,406 cans (from figure 4.36, page 102)
Average operating cost /shift (OC) = $1267.00 (from page 100)
Average unit cost (UC3) = (AP)/(OC) = 1267.00/26,406 = $0.04798/can
Net savings for model # 2/unit = (UC3) - (UC2) = 0.04798 - 0.03393 = $ 0.01405/unit
According to the calculations, an ideal model saves an amount of $0.01405/unit and $4,215.00
after every one order quantity of 300,000 aerosol cans/year. Assuming the company produces a
minimum of ten types of product every year, this is a saving of $42,150/year. The capital
investment on buying a new cap sorter is $80,000 (apx.). If the new cap sorter is assumed to have
a zero down time and changes the currentmodel to an ideal model, then the pay back period of new
cap sorter is as follows:
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Pay Back Period = Capital Investment/Net Saving/year
= $80,000/$42,150 = 1.9 Years
The above calculated pay back period is above the normal expectations of any organization. After
considering this result, its recommended, that the company should invest money in buying a new
cap sorter.
2. The accuracy of the results obtained and the simplicity of the animation model has proved that
systems simulation methodology is the best technique available to analyze any manufacturing
operations.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. This project was focused on a single product and a single packaging line at FISONS
Pharmaceutical Company. However similar methodology can be used for simulating other
packaging lines that have a low efficiency and a variety of products to be packed on the line.
2. The limited capabilities of available simulation software should be understood prior to defining
the objective. The flexibility in scheduling and assigning lot sizes can accurately be incorporated
into the model by writing the separate subroutines andmerging them with the available software.
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APPENDIX C
RESULTS FOR MODEL # 3
















































































RESULTS FOR MODEL # 2



























































































RESULTS FOR MODEL # 1






OPERATING (100%) SUPPLY (0%)
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VALVE INSERTN/1
OPERATING (100%) NO SUPPLY (0%)
111
AREATION #2
OPERATING (100%) SUPPLY (0%)
113
VALVE CRIMPING/ 1
OPERATING (99%) NO SUPPLY (1%)
112
POWDER FILLING/1
OPERATING (100%) SUPPLY (0%)
114
POWDER FILLING/2








OPERATING (99%) NO SUPPLY (1%)
117
DRYING
OPERATING (98%)
SUPPLY (2%)
118
PLASTIC WRAPPING
OPERATING (97
SUPPLY (3%)
119
CASING
OPERATING (97?
SUPPLY (3%)
120
CHARGING
OPERATING (99
SUPPLY (1%)
121
CASING
OPERATING (9 7%)
NO SUPPLY (3%)
122
TAPING
OPERATING (97%)
NO SUPPLY (3%)
123
PALLETIZE
OPERATING (97
SUPPLY (3%)
124
